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Abstract
In systems engineering, architecture selection is crucial to total success of implementing a system. In light of nation 
building in Iraq during 2010 and Arab Spring during 2011, this theme is explored using Chinese Qin Dynasty as a 
historical model. The Qin Dynasty created the architecture for the socio-technical systems that are the foundation of 
Chinese society and have enabled Chinese success for two millennia. The Chinese experience validates importance 
of a systems integration perspective and a socially-acceptable pace. These insights were ascertained by the Chinese 
society without the benefit of precedence in other worldwide civilizations.
©2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection
1. INTRODUCTION
The formation of a country out of a disparate group of city-states is a common trend in early recorded 
history. What starts out as diplomatic and territorial frictions becomes a drive to conquer and unify under 
an ambitious commander. Government, monetary, communication, civil, and military systems developed 
for city-states are no longer sufficient for the complex inner-workings of a country. The leadership must 
architect better socio-technical systems to effectively manage and operate the country.
Socio-technical development projects have significant impact on both technical and social aspects.  
One major distinguishing characteristic between socio-technical systems and purely technical systems is 
that public reactions color both interpretation of facts and overall level of acceptance.  Hence, public 
perceptions strongly influence the outcomes on standard system tradeoffs between performance, schedule, 
cost, and risks that are crucial to selecting a viable architecture. Because this public influence can be 
difficult to quantify, social economist developed a method consisting of four basic questions to clarify the 
social aspects: Who benefits?, Who pays?, Who provides?, and Who loses?. When elevated to nation 
states, the task of fit, balance, and compromise is extremely difficult in socio-technical systems.  
Prior to China’s unification in 221 BC, civilization in the Middle East is dominated by the Macedonian 
Empire of Alexander the Great (336 - 323 BC). Civilization in Europe is based on the Celtic, Slavic, and 
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Germanic tribal structures. Civilization in western Asia is based on the Sarmatia tribal structure while 
civilization in eastern Asia is based on the Mongol / Tibetan tribal structures. Civilizations in North 
America, South America, Africa, and Australia are all based on hunter gather groups. Transformation of 
Roman Republic into the Roman Empire under Gaius Julius Caesar does not occur until 49 BC.
The First Emperor of China, Ying Zheng (259 to 210 BC) grew up in Zhao.  In 246 BC at the age of 
thirteen, he started ruling the Qin state as regent.  In 237 BC at the age of 22, he assumed full power and 
pursued conquest as means to finally unify the seven warring states.  He governed the Qin Dynasty under 
the name Qin Shi Huang from 221 BC at age 38 until his premature death at age 49 in 210 BC.  
The crucial outstanding Qin achievement is an effective, nonfeudal, nonhereditary administration as the 
Chinese government. Another major societal reform converted feudal peasants who were de-facto slaves 
into independent freehold farmers. Standard weights, measures, and coinage provided common interfaces 
that enabled trust and commerce. Simplified script improved communication for government, commerce, 
education, and administrative processes. Infrastructure construction projects of nationwide roads and 
waterways promoted cooperation and interdependence amongst disparate population groups. Professional
army was utilized both for defense and to enforce the policies of unification.
As a change agent, the Qin Emperor is a highly controversial historical figure. Realizing behavior 
established over centuries would be difficult to change, the Qin Emperor adopted harsh measures both out 
of necessity and fear of the opposition in order to affect dramatic changes in an extremely short time.
The architectures of all the socio-technical systems that were initiated during the Qin dynasty set the 
foundation for the ongoing evolution of Chinese imperial system of systems over the next two millennia.
2. WESTERN ZHOU DYNASTY
Unification of China as the Qin Empire is preceded by the Western Zhou period from 1,027 to 771 BC, 
the Spring / Autumn period from 770 to 476 BC, and the Warring States period from 475 to 221 BC.
Early Chinese history was written by members of the ruling scholar / official class. These philosophy 
histories provided the rulers with precedents to guide or justify their policies. The philosophers of the 
Zhou dynasty first enunciated the doctrine “mandate of heaven.” The “son of heaven” ruled by divine 
right but dethronement indicated the loss of this mandate. This doctrine explained and justified demise of 
the two earlier dynasties while simultaneously supporting the legitimacy of the present and future rulers.
The decentralized rule during Zhou dynasty is similar to medieval European feudal system. However, 
Zhou dynasty was proto-feudal. The government was a more sophisticated version of an earlier tribal 
organization, in which effective control was based on familial-based political and economic institutions.
Over time, a coalition of city-states became increasing integrated, resulting in benevolent governance by 
an overload.  The Zhou overlord approach was supported by a universal agricultural taxation system. In 
771 BC, the Zhou court was sacked by invading barbarians who allied with rebel lords.
3. SPRING AND AUTUMN PERIOD
The fragmentation after the Zhou Dynasty resulted in over 140 territories ruled by feudal warlords. 
The overlord role from the Zhou era gradually shifted from its stated intention of protecting weaker states. 
Great states used the pretext of assistance to intervene in the affairs of weaker states. This resulted in a 
period of extreme hegemony, as regional warlords annexed smaller states around them and consolidated 
their rule. The chronicles of the state of Lu cover its internal politics during the reign of twelve dukes and 
their interactions with the major states of Qi, Jin, Qin, and Chu.  Entries are noted per season of the year, 
thus giving the whole historical period its name “Spring and Autumn.”  
From ancient times, chariot armies are the foundation of Chinese military systems.  During Spring / 
Autumn period, warfare continued to be stylized and ceremonial even as it grew more violent. During 
this period, there were 480 wars during which 52 vassal states vanquished and 36 kings were executed.
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At end of the Spring / Autumn period, consolidation resulted in the seven states shown in Figure 1.  
Seven states are Qi, Chu, Yan, Han, Zhao, Wei, and Qin. Qin state was poorest and had barbarian roots.  
Hence, Qin was not considered by contemporaries as a proper contender for the unification of China.
4. WARRING STATES PERIOD
The name Warring States period is derived from the Record of Warring States written during the Han 
dynasty. Most of this period, from 475 to 338 BC, was actually a respite from previous hegemony. Each 
of the seven states focused on consolidation, political changes for stability, and peace for prosperity. 
Unfortunately, increased prosperity renewed interest in unification and hegemony from 338 to 221 BC.
Each state’s ruler had an entourage of political advisors. The persuaders proposed both actual political 
tactics and societal reforms based on dominant philosophies. Most influential persuaders were Shang 
Yang in Qin, Wu Qi in Chu, and Li Kui in Wei. Processes that worked for only small city-states were 
replaced by administrative systems. However, only the Qin state replaced enfeoffment of nobles’ families
with appointment of state officials based on demonstrated administrative skill.
Gradually, iron became widespread and replaced bronze. Farming as a system was transformed from 
strictly hand-labor to tool-assisted labor. In particular, iron hoes, axes, and plows all became common, 
yielding a marked increase in social productivity. This advancement of agriculture led to the emergence 
of handicrafts and merchants in China.
This prosperous era enabled the Hundred 
Schools of Thought. The four main philosophies 
were Taoism elaborated by Lao Zi, Confucian-
ism elaborated by Mencius, Mohism formulated 
by Mozi, and Legalism formulated by Han Feizi.
These philosophies had profound implications 
during development of socio-technical systems 
in China over the next millennia.
Confucianism advocated the basic goodness 
of man.  Therefore, society could be governed
by moral persuasion rather than a legal system.
Moral persuasion was enforced through social 
education to maintain order. Laws were simply 
the embodiment of the accepted social norms.
Legalism advocated that people would not 
naturally obey and therefore needed to be ruled 
by strict laws enforced with harsh punishments. 
The corresponding political system had well 
defined expectations and firm governmental 
control. Each level reported on the lower levels 
and was responsible for good / bad performance 
at next lower level. Justice was uniform based 
on lack of performance in a particular level of 
responsibility rather than familial connections.
In the second part of the Warring States period, warfare was transformed from chariot battles between the 
overlords to infantry battles led by professional generals. The nobles became a literate class rather than a 
warrior class. Military campaigns emphasized strategy, deception, and intelligence.
At the beginning of Warring States period, standing armies in Zhao, Chu, and Qin were 50 thousand 
soldiers. By the end of the Warring States period, standing armies were 500 thousand to 1 million 
soldiers.  Only prospering economies with efficient logistical systems could afford these militaries.  
Figure 1 – Warring States Period
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Cavalry was introduced using the small horses obtained from the Mongols in the northern frontier. 
New weapons included iron armor, crossbows, and halberds. As illustrated in movie Hero, the crossbow 
was the preferred long range weapon. Mass production of crossbows enabled battalions of well trained 
archers. Infantry commonly used 9 foot halberds, a thrusting spear with a slashing axe blade.
During this time, six of Seven Military Classics of Ancient China were written: (1) The Art of War by 
Sun Tzu, (2) Six Secret Teachings by Jiang Ziya, (3) The Methods of Sima by Sima Rangju, (4) Wu-tzu
by Wu Qi, (5) Liao-tzu by Wei, and (6) Three Strategies of Huang Shih-kung. The seventh, Questions 
and Replies of Tang Tai-tsung and Li Wei-kung, was written 800 years later. Once China was unified, 
access to these seven military classics was restricted due to their tendency to promote revolution.
5. YING ZHENG’S ASCENDANCY
Political ideas, geography, and resources during Warring States period had profound influence towards 
unification of China by the Qin state from 230 to 221 BC. Ying Zheng’s quest for unity was shaped by 
his experiences with the Zhao overlord governance, the Legalism philosophy, the Qin region’s growing 
economic power, and the devastation of the Qin region due to constant warfare.
From the time of his great-grandfather, Duke Xiaogong, the weaker Qin state allied itself with the 
stronger Zhao state. Common practice was to exchange nobility between states as a pledge of good faith. 
Zhuang Xiang, his father, spent most of his life in the Zhao court, where he met and married Zhao Ji. 
Born in 259 BC, Ying Zheng’s formative years were spent in the Zhao court.  He acquired significant 
warrior skills.  He was also indoctrinated in the traditional Zhou court philosophy that the overlord duty 
was to protect and improve the lives of the people under his responsibility.
Ying Zheng grew up in the portion of the Warring States period in which six states were all advocating 
unification, but warfare rather than diplomacy was commonly accepted as the means to the end. Prior to 
his grandfather’s time, the economically weak Qin state was incapable of unifying China through military 
conquest.  However, beginning with his grandfather, the Qin state implemented gradual changes which 
ultimately facilitated the unification of China under its auspices.
This later Qin state benefited from the longevity of highly effective governors who aggressively 
imported talented advisors.  Duke Hsiao governed 24 years (361-338 BC) with Lord Shang Yang as his
counselor. King Hui-wen governed 27 years (337-311 BC) and Duke Xiaogong governed 56 years (306 
to 250 BC). During this era, Qin aggressively adopted reforms in administration, measurement standards,
law codification, taxation, and a professional military based on evolving needs rather than tradition.
Legalism philosophy shaped the Qin state in many ways. This philosophy advocated selecting state 
officials due to competency rather than family connections. Fief owners in other states accumulated large 
personal fortunes and assembled legions of followers, thereby dominating their state’s administration and 
challenging the governor’s authority. On the other hand, Qin governors removed powerful but ineffective 
families. While governors in other six states were still diffusing authority among enfeoffed relatives, the 
Qin state instantiated and buttressed the governor as the single locus of undivided authority.
Legalism also advocated a uniform code of justice for all citizens and reinforced military discipline. 
The legal reforms were a series of rewards and punishments which provided incentives for meritorious 
conduct and severe deterrents for wrongdoing. A meritocracy of eighteen hierarchical ranks promoted 
achievement by all while curtailing prestige of traditional aristocracy. Military reforms were universal 
tax payments and mobilization of all adult males for service. While all the Warring States were organized 
for war, Qin was unique in extending this pattern to every level of its society. Qin also had a unique 
administration that was focused on mobilizing and provisioning its forces for conquest. These reforms 
transformed old noble-based city-state into a peasant-based warring macro-state.
Geography also had a significant impact on the structure and character of ancient China. Yellow River 
basin was home to 90 percent of the population. The loess highlands west of Hangu Pass (Wei River 
valley) formed the Qin state. This rugged terrain contributed to the unyielding character of its people but 
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provided minimal opportunities for agriculture. At other end of Yellow River valley, the alluvial flood 
plain provided the rich farmland of the Qi state. Located between these two extremes were rolling hills 
that formed the Han, Wei, and Zhao states. To the south, the Middle Yangzi provided the rich farmland 
of the Chu state. Geographic features isolated these states, resulting in highly concentrated populations.
The Qin state operated from remote positions in the Guang Zhong Mountains that were easy to defend 
but did not have abundant resources. Under Duke Xiaogong, Qin expanded their territories southward. 
This area had much better land and weather for farming. In years following 246 BC, Qin built the Cheng 
Kuo transportation canal and the irrigation system in Dujiangyan basin. The canal greatly increased the 
productivity in the Wei valley. The irrigation system turned the Min River basin into an abundant 
farming region. The resulting Qin prosperity funded both the expanding army and improving the public 
works infrastructure. This economic wealth gradually made Qin predominant among its rivals.
In 249 BC, Zhuang Xiang returned from Zhao to rule Qin and selected the title King Zhaoxiangwang. 
He died in two years, so Ying Zheng became king at age 13. His mother and Lu Buwei served as his 
regents. Ying Zheng selected advisor Li Si and generals Wang Jian and Meng Tian. Ying Zheng’s dual 
motive for unification was his own quest for power as well as desire to promote general welfare of the 
peasants who bore brunt of the warfare over the past one hundred years.
In the century prior to Ying Zheng’s birth, the seven states engaged in nearly constant warfare. Ying 
Zheng became increasingly aware that peasants were the true victims of warfare’s costs and devastation. 
In Sun Tzu on waging war: (3) “If the campaign is protracted, resources of the State will not be equal to 
the strain;” (6) “There is no instance of a country having benefited from prolonged war;” (10) “The state 
maintaining an army at a distance causes the people to be impoverished;” and (11) “Proximity of an army 
causes the peasantry to be afflicted by heavy extractions” [8].
“The First Emperor possessed, among other political skills and special talents, one most crucial and 
necessary element needed to achieve unification: personal charisma. He has been characterized, in both 
historical and modern accounts, as having an imposing physical appearance, unyielding willpower, 
unmatched intellectual brilliance, extraordinary vision, a brutal temper with an overshadowing fearful air, 
self-proclaimed diving power, and a vigorous supremely self-confident personality. He formulated his 
own system of social and moral philosophy. He believed that the cardinal responsibility of a ruler and his 
government was to protect, promote, and reward the good while controlling, educating, and making 
‘practical use’ of the bad, which included army duties, constructing the highways and other state projects. 
He further emphasized the primacy of agriculture in a state and elucidated the moral imperatives for 
advancing social well being” [5, page 63].
6. CONQUEST OF CHINA
Very intensified warfare, not in the number of battles but in the duration and professionalism of the 
campaigns, is what gave the Warring States period its name.
In 237 BC at age 22, Ying Zheng gained control from his regents. His main goal was a unified empire. 
This goal was implemented in three stages: (1) seizing control of Qin, (2) defeating rivals and securing 
China’s borders, and (3) organizing his conquests. The main strategy was to create alliances with distant 
states against close enemies.
Massive numbers of infantrymen were the main instrument of war: Qin had 800 thousand soldiers,
Qi had 410 thousand soldiers, Yan had 310 thousand soldiers, Chu had 1 million soldiers, Wei had 400 
thousand soldiers, Zhao had 450 thousand soldiers, and Han had 300 thousand soldiers [5].
In 230 BC, Qin Shi Huang sent the famed general Wang Jian to attach Zhao. The King An of Han, 
fearing Han was the next target, sent diplomats to negotiate peace. In their previous battles, Han had 
always lost to Qin. Wang Jian proceeded to defeat Zhao and Zhao was annexed in 228 BC.
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In 225 BC, the Qin army besieges Kaifeng, the capital city of Wei. Unable to breach the city walls, the 
army used a local tributary of the Yellow River to flood Kaifeng. King Jia of Wei surrendered after 
losing 80 thousand soldiers.
In the 224 BC Chu invasion, the northern style Qin troops were defeated in the unfamiliar Huaiyang 
territory. Wang Jian spent the next year secretly training the men to fight in Chu territory. After a year of 
inaction, Chu army withdrew. Seizing the moment, Wang Jian overran Huaiyang and the retreating Chu 
army which lost 240 thousand soldiers.
Starting in 227 BC, Prince Dan of Yan had hired assassins to kill the Emperor. Qin Shi Huang used 
this as a pretext to invade and overrun Yan in 222 BC with combined armies of Qin and conquered states. 
Yan state lost 70 thousand infantry in the first battle. Witnessing the Yan devastation, the King of Qi sent 
diplomats who surrendered Qi’s cities to Qin in 221 BC.
After conquering the last independent Chinese state in 221 BC, Ying Zheng created a new title 
huangdi by combining huang from the mythological sage Three Huang who ruled at the dawn of Chinese 
history and di from the mythological Five Di who ruled after the Three Huang. The Three Huang and 
Five Di are perfect rulers, linked to the Supreme God in Heaven. By joining these two words Ying Zheng 
created a title on par with uniting the known Chinese world. The Chinese word huangdi is rendered in 
English as “emperor.” Posthumously, huangdi was shortened to huang, so that Ying Zheng is known as 
Qin Shi Huang, the First Emperor of Qin.
7. ARCHITECTURE OF UNIFICATION
Foremost Qin achievement is creating a centralized, nonfeudal, nonhereditary, highly-effective system 
of governance for 29 million citizens in 221 BC. For overwhelming majority of citizens, daily life was 
significantly improved by transforming them from feudal slaves to independent farmers.  Standard coins, 
weights, and measures provided common interfaces to facilitate commerce and yield economic prosperity. 
Universal script improved communication effectiveness for government, commerce, and education.  Civil 
infrastructure systems such as roadways and waterways enhanced interoperability.  The military system 
provided national defense and enforced orderly governance of 29 million citizens in a pre-Roman era.  
7.1 Government Administration System
The proven effective administrative system for the Qin State was implemented as the foundation of the 
government system for the Qin Empire. Qin Empire was divided into thirty-six chun or commanderies. 
Each chun was jointly governed by a chun-shou (administrator), who was responsible for civil affairs, and 
by a chun-wei (military governor), who was responsible for security affairs. In addition, each chun had a 
chun-yu-shih (overseer), who arbitrated disputes and reported regular status to the Emperor. These three 
senior officials were rotated every several years to prevent them from building their own power bases for 
insurrection. Qin Shi Huang traveled extensively and inspected each chun semi-annually to personally 
verify that his policies were being properly implemented.
Every commandery was divided into hsien or prefectures. Official prefect was called a ling or a chang 
if the hsien had more or less than ten thousand households, respectively. Below prefects were districts 
(hsiang), consisting of groups of hamlets (li). At the lowest level of administration, government depended 
on the cooperation of semi-official leaders who were well versed in local conditions. This was balanced 
by a ban that prevented officials at commandery and county levels from serving in their native areas.
7.2 Property and Taxation System
The last vestiges of feudal society were destroyed in 221 BC when 120,000 rich and noble families in 
Qin Empire were removed from their ancestral land holdings and compelled to live in the capital. Over
300 palaces were built for the most powerful of disposed feudal lords. Having all the former nobles co-
located in Xianyang (modern Xian) enabled Qin Shi Huang to closely monitor their activities. Their
holdings were parsed to the peasant families who had worked the land for centuries. The administrative 
hierarchy of nation governance was funded by a universal agricultural taxation system.
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7.3 Meritocracy System
Based on the Legalism philosophy, in 350 BC Lord Shang Yang created a new aristocracy hierarchy of 
eighteen degrees for the Qin State. The honorary titles were bestowed in recognition of military exploits 
or meritorious service to the state. After unification, Qin Shi Huang expanded the hierarchy designation 
in the Qin Empire by two ranks, one of which was Marquis [3].
7.4 Authentication System
In ancient China, official seals were used as certificates of authenticity for the court’s representatives to 
issue orders to citizens outside of the overlord’s court. Seals were given to officials at the time when they 
were appointed to their posts. So their seals vary in composition and materials. Qin seals were grouped 
into two classes.  Each class had a different but uniform shape as shown in Figure 2. All seals were 
bronze castings. The Xi class of official seals designated the emperor, empresses, and princes. The Yin 
class of official seals validated high-rank officials and signatures by key private persons.
7.5 Communication System
Qin Shi Huang commissioned a universal, non-alphabetic calligraphy script. Li Si, the Qin Chief 
Counselor, devised one simplified character for every word. Previously, most words had more than 
twenty different representations. This confusion was compounded by the increasingly homophonous 
nature of the Chinese language, which allowed one word to be easily mistaken for another.
Small Seal script (xiao zhuan) contained ~3,300 characters used on official and intellectual documents. 
The Small Seal script featured round linear turns, regularity, and symmetry. This natural, plain style 
promoted rapid learning. Clerical script (lishu) was the subset of the Small Seal script used in everyday 
documents for the citizenry. Today’s dictionaries contain about forty thousand characters.
Later dynasties altered the style of writing the character but maintained the Qin focus on one character 
for each concept. The Official script of the Eastern Han Dynasty (200 AD) moved the characters into an 
overall square shape using heavy-down and light-up strokes. After Three Kingdoms Dynasty (350 AD), 
Running & Cursive scripts emphasized linking character lines for quick writing. In contrast, the Regular 
script of the Tang Dynasty (700 AD) returned to a more rigorous, hard edge form as shown in Figure 3.
By standardizing written communication among disparate groups that didn’t speak mutually intelligible 
languages, the innovation bound together all the regions of the empire and allowed the establishment of 
state-sanctioned literary cannon [1]. This state cannon provided an endorsement of the emperor as the 
defender of all state articulated values, provided models of behavior to identify exemplary individuals, 
and provided a shared basis for education and intellectual life. This in turn sparked an extended period of 
mechanical innovation and scientific inventions that was unmatched in Europe until the Renaissance.
Figure 2 – Official Seals Figure 3 – Chinese Calligraphy
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7.6 Monetary System
The development of monetary system in ancient China has a close connection with the history of the 
Chinese economy and politics. Bartering of crafts and livestock was gradually replaced by unwrought 
weight metals and cast coins of Zhou Dynasty. Before unification, every state minted their currency in 
various shapes and sizes.  Chu State had cowry-shaped bronze coins and square gold plates. Han State 
had rounded spade-shaped iron coin while Wei State had notched spade-shaped iron coin. Qi and Yan 
States had sword shaped iron coins. Zhou and Qin States had round bronze coins with square center hole.
After unification, the monetary system was a single currency teal with two denominations, one-half teal 
and twenty teals. Circular copper coin with square hole in the center called a “Ban Liang” was one-half 
teal. “Ban Liang” refers to its weight of 7.5 grams. A square gold plate based on the Chu design called a 
“Yi” was twenty teals.
7.7 Transportation System
An imperial road network was built to aid troop movements in the campaigns against the Xiongnu 
(barbarian Huns). This imperial transportation network extended north to the Great Wall and south to 
Fujian, Guangdong, and Guangxi as shown in Figure 5 [1].
Imperial highways of uniform size connected key political, economic, and military centers.  Imperial 
trunk roads were 69 meters wide and lined with protective walls.  Secondary and support roads branched 
out to cities of lesser economic and strategic importance in the frontier binding together the two million 
square miles of Qin Empire.  Secondary roads were 34.5 meters wide and support roads were 11.5 meters 
wide.  The imperial trunk roads totaled over 5,200 miles in length.  By comparison, circa 150 AD, Roman 
roads totaled 3,750 miles and were only 8.5 meters wide [5, 6]. 
7.8 Calendar System
The unified country was forced to adopt the existing lunar calendar of the Qin State.
Figure 4 – Chinese Currency Figure 5 – Qin Interstate Highway System
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7.9 Measurement System 
During the Warring States period, each state had its own measurement system. After unification, 
measures of length and capacity were standardized.  Qin Shi Huang imposed decimal system, designed by 
Lord Shang Yang in 361 BC, with units were ‘sheng’, ‘dou’, and ‘tong’. Axle widths of carts were 
standardized so that they could use the same ruts in the rural friable loess soil [4].
7.10 Mathematical System
A 2,200 year old bamboo strip from the Qin Dynasty with carvings of the multiplication table was 
found in the ancient Liye City in western Hunan Province. This is earliest calculation table ever found in 
China. The multiplication table is known as jiu jiu biao or nine nines rhyme. When it was taught, one 
would start with “nine times nine” and end with “one times one.” Chinese historical records indicate this 
rhyme actually dates back to seventh century BC. The Chinese math words are monosyllabic, so this 
table is easy to read, use, and remember.
7.11 Irrigation System
The Wei Valley canal greatly improved the Qin prosperity. Hence, more irrigation canal networks 
were constructed to aid agriculture and transport. The main networks are the Zheng Guo and Shi Lu, 
named after their architects. Zheng Guo was a famous irrigation works engineer from Han State. He led 
the construction of a 150 mile canal in Guanzhong which linked the Luo River with the Jing River. After 
completion, the output on the alkaline Qin farmlands increased tremendously, providing the agricultural 
base for expansion to the south in 212 BC. Shi Lu was an irrigation expert from Qin State. He led the 
construction of a 30 km canal linking the Pearl and Yangtze Rivers. This canal was built to solve supply 
and logistics problems during the southern campaigns.
7.12 Defense System - Personnel
Qin Shi Huang instituted universal service to support his standing army for state defense, his military 
expeditions against the Xiongnu in the north, and his expansion policies to the south. All males between 
the ages of seventeen and sixty years were obliged to serve two years in the military and one month per 
year in regional projects.
The standing army was over five hundred thousand men. Robust logistical systems evolved to prepare 
and replenish these forces. Agricultural taxes in the prospering economy funded these military costs. 
This disciplined and efficient army kept its focus on martial arts of its “barbarian” roots.
7.13 Defense System - Fortifications
The northern states of Qi, Yan, Zhao, and Wei had all built defensive works against the marauding 
nomads. Qin Shi Huang ordered labors to link these fortifications. T he wall stretched over 1,500 miles. 
The wall was constructed of masonry, rocks, and packed earth. The thickness ranged from 15 to 30 feet. 
The height was up to 25 feet. Nothing remains of this Qin Dynasty defensive wall. Today’s Great Wall 
in China was built 1,500 years later and ten miles further south of this Qin Dynasty Great Wall.
The labors were mixture of militia, conscripts, and local peasants under the command of General Meng 
Tian. The conscripts were people who resisted unification or violated the severest laws. The total work 
force was three hundred thousand people, most of who died in the harsh conditions.
7.14 Internal Security System
Weapons belonging to the feudal lords were melted and cast into bells and twelve colossal human 
statues (29 tons each) that were erected at Imperial palace. Citizens were not allowed to own weapons. 
Only members of the imperial army and prefecture security forces were allowed weapons.
Common people were arranged into ten family groups who were mutually responsible for each other 
and were obliged to report each other’s crimes. Failure to report crimes was considered equally guilty to 
the severity of original crime. Punishments for crimes were severe under the assumption that no one 
would dare violate the law.
With the growing resentment of the peasants for the burdens of the infrastructure projects and with 
repeated assignation attempts (Jin Ke in 227 BC, Gao Jianli in 219 BC, and Zhang Liang in 218 BC), Qin 
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Shi Huang grew increasing fearful and paranoid. In 213 Qin Shi Huang ordered the burning of political 
books, an act for which he incurred the opprobrium as the ‘destroyer of ancient Chinese culture’.
The glib moniker is extremely inaccurate. Qin Shi Huang was not interested in destroying all Chinese 
literature. Books on medicine, pharmacy, agriculture, botany, all sciences, Qin history, and non-political 
scholarly works were untouched. Qin Shi Huang feared political writings would promote rebellion and 
would undermine the fragile unity of newly formed nation. Master copies of political works were stored 
in Palace Archives for future redistribution during less turbulent times after consolidation was complete.
Three book types were commonly confiscated [3]. First were collections of political speeches, second 
were histories of the six former states, and third were Confucian commentaries. Opponents labeled these 
confiscations as “Burning of the Books,” which ultimately heightened Chinese consciousness about their 
cultural past. This act also allied the intellectuals with the resentful peasants.
Qin Shi Huang’s practice of saving a master copy is in stark contrast to the Spanish conquests of the 
Mayan Empire. Shortly after the conquest, all of the codices which could be found were ordered to be 
burnt and destroyed by zealous Spanish priests, notably Bishop Diego de Landa. Only 3 reasonably intact 
examples of Mayan codices are known to have survived through to the present day. These are now known 
as the Madrid, Dresden, and Paris codices. On the other hand, earliest extant Chinese bibliography lists 
six hundred and seventy-seven works stored in Qin archives. Unfortunately, similar to the consequences 
of library fires in ancient Alexandria, three-fourths of these archived Chinese works were lost in fires 
during the subsequent Han Dynasty.
8. SOCIO-TECHNICAL IMPACT
About 120,000 nobles and prominent families lost their wealth and influence. They were forced to live 
under house arrest. Intellectual, merchant, and warrior classes gained long term from the meritocracy. 
About ninety five percent of peasant class benefited in the short-term from becoming landowners and in 
the long-term from the shared economic prosperity and their first peace in generations. About five percent 
of the warriors and peasants gave their lives in unification battles or in infrastructure construction projects.
“In Qin Shi Huang we see a man who throughout a lifetime held consistently to certain constructive 
ideas, such as the unification of China and the abolition of feudalism, for the advancement of which he 
stove unceasingly. And though successful execution of these ideas meant glory and wealth for himself, he 
should not, on that account, be accused of being a mere self seeker. In him, as in all great men who have 
left their mark in history, we see that strange, almost incomprehensible dynamic power, which drives 
them to act for their ideas, long after their personal desire for glory and wealth have been satisfied. 
Perhaps we should not judge Qin Shi Huang as harshly on moral grounds, since in his case, as in that of 
almost all statesmen, there were occasions when he had either to be absolutely ruthless or to surrender all 
that he had struggled for” [3, page 234].
Qin Shi Huang success had been too sudden and too severe. The upper classes of the conquered 
former states were still pulled by loyalties to the old royal lines. The best educated groups throughout the 
country were aghast at his effort to suppress the old political philosophies. Peasants, who he had helped 
so much, felt heavily burdened by his drafting of men for campaigns abroad and ambitious construction 
projects internally – roads, canals, palaces, the Great Wall, and his mausoleum. Qin Shi Huang ultimately 
lost sight of fact that rulers govern only with tacit approval of governed.
The First Emperor failed in creating a lasting dynasty of his descendants.  However, the socio-technical 
system of systems that he created continued for millennia, proving to be world’s most durable system [4].
9. CONCLUSIONS
Overall, this author believes Qin Shi Huang had a proper vision of China’s future as a unified country 
and his reforms created many viable systems that clearly shaped Chinese society for millennia. His fault 
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lies in attempting to change a society of 29 million people in too short a time interval. These changes 
were implemented from 221 BC when he was 38 until 210 BC when he died at age 49. Impatience with 
the pace of change resulted in harsh treatment of the former leadership and excessive burdens on the very 
same peasantry whose condition in life he strove to improve. Had he lived for another 24 years and 
spread these huge projects over 35 years instead of just 11 years, history’s treatment of Qin Shi Huang 
could be overwhelmingly positive. The irony is that his obsession with longevity led him to ingest 
mercury which deprived him of this precious time.
The Emperor took philosophies and systems that contributed to the Qin state’s ascension and, with the 
assistance of key advisors, created systems for an entire nation. The systems’ architectures were radically 
different than the prevailing practices in the six other Chinese states, so Qin Shi Huang met with major 
resistance. He compounded this resistance by overextending human resources in too short an interval, 
especially in the absence of any cultural tradition of service (re early Egyptian pyramids). Consistent 
with standard court practices, the Qin Dynasty chronicles written by Han Dynasty historians emphasized 
Qin’s problems to justify its demise while simultaneously supporting the legitimacy of their current 
dynasty. Overall, Qin Shi Huang had a proper vision of China’s future as a unified country. Subsequent 
dynasties replaced Legalism with Confucianism as the basis for laws but otherwise kept his political and 
economic reforms intact. The architectures of all the socio-technical systems that were initiated during 
Qin dynasty set the foundation for national development, prosperity, innovation, and culture for the next 
millennium. Then Chinese leadership became increasingly isolationist, resulting in profound stagnation.
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